
 

  

    

DR. RUPA ANANTHASIVANDR. RUPA ANANTHASIVAN

Consultant â�� RadiologyConsultant â�� Radiology

QualificationQualification

DMRD | DNB | FRCRDMRD | DNB | FRCR

OverviewOverview

Dr. Rupa Ananthasivan is a well-known radiology consultant who isDr. Rupa Ananthasivan is a well-known radiology consultant who is
currently associated with the Manipal Hospitals, Old Airport Road,currently associated with the Manipal Hospitals, Old Airport Road,
Bengaluru. Dr. Ananthasivan is noted for her remarkable skill in severalBengaluru. Dr. Ananthasivan is noted for her remarkable skill in several
fields of radiology, having earned the DMRD, DNB, and FRCR. Herfields of radiology, having earned the DMRD, DNB, and FRCR. Her
exceptional skills and devotion to patient care have won her a superbexceptional skills and devotion to patient care have won her a superb
reputation in the medical community. She is a life member of thereputation in the medical community. She is a life member of the
Indian Radiological and Imaging Association (IRIA) and the BreastIndian Radiological and Imaging Association (IRIA) and the Breast
Imaging Society of India (BISI), demonstrating her dedication toImaging Society of India (BISI), demonstrating her dedication to
radiology advancement. Her membership in the Royal College of Indiaradiology advancement. Her membership in the Royal College of India
attests to her professional brilliance and accomplishments. Dr. Rupaattests to her professional brilliance and accomplishments. Dr. Rupa
Ananthasivan has achieved numerous notable milestones in her careerAnanthasivan has achieved numerous notable milestones in her career
in addition to her impressive qualifications. Her outstanding academicin addition to her impressive qualifications. Her outstanding academic
ability was on display throughout her university years, when sheability was on display throughout her university years, when she
earned a university rank for her pre-degree in 1983. Her contributionsearned a university rank for her pre-degree in 1983. Her contributions
to medicine have been recognised with the renowned BAYLISS Goldto medicine have been recognised with the renowned BAYLISS Gold
Medal. Such distinction says much about her excellent abilities and in-Medal. Such distinction says much about her excellent abilities and in-
depth knowledge of radiology. She is a foremost consultant radiologistdepth knowledge of radiology. She is a foremost consultant radiologist
in Old Airport Road, Bangalore. Dr. Ananthasivan's enthusiasm forin Old Airport Road, Bangalore. Dr. Ananthasivan's enthusiasm for
improving knowledge in radiology extends to her active participation inimproving knowledge in radiology extends to her active participation in
research and academic endeavours. She contributed a chapter toresearch and academic endeavours. She contributed a chapter to
Springer's upcoming book on benign breast illnesses, stressing herSpringer's upcoming book on benign breast illnesses, stressing her
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experience in breast imaging and the challenges that come with it. Thisexperience in breast imaging and the challenges that come with it. This
significant addition to the medical literature displays her dedication tosignificant addition to the medical literature displays her dedication to
sharing her knowledge and experience with the larger medicalsharing her knowledge and experience with the larger medical
community. She was awarded the best paper award in the GITcommunity. She was awarded the best paper award in the GIT
category at the European Congress of Radiology. Also, she was thecategory at the European Congress of Radiology. Also, she was the
organising secretary for the National Conference of Breast Imagingorganising secretary for the National Conference of Breast Imaging
Society of India. Dr. Rupa is the best radiologist in Bangalore. Dr. RupaSociety of India. Dr. Rupa is the best radiologist in Bangalore. Dr. Rupa
Ananthasivan has also been actively involved in spreading awarenessAnanthasivan has also been actively involved in spreading awareness
about critical health concerns. She took part in an online webinar toabout critical health concerns. She took part in an online webinar to
raise awareness about breast cancer as part of her commitment toraise awareness about breast cancer as part of her commitment to
Breast Cancer Awareness Month 2020. She emphasised the need forBreast Cancer Awareness Month 2020. She emphasised the need for
mammography in breast cancer screening throughout the occasion.mammography in breast cancer screening throughout the occasion.
This project exemplifies her commitment to educating the public andThis project exemplifies her commitment to educating the public and
fighting for early identification and prevention. Dr. Ananthasivan is anfighting for early identification and prevention. Dr. Ananthasivan is an
expert in breast imaging, complex breast interventions, women’sexpert in breast imaging, complex breast interventions, women’s
ageing, and paediatric radiology. She is proficient in English, Kannada,ageing, and paediatric radiology. She is proficient in English, Kannada,
Tamil, Malayalam, and Hindi. Recently, she performed an essential roleTamil, Malayalam, and Hindi. Recently, she performed an essential role
as part of a team of radiologists at Manipal Hospital Old Airport Road inas part of a team of radiologists at Manipal Hospital Old Airport Road in
Bangalore, highlighting the critical significance of radiology in theBangalore, highlighting the critical significance of radiology in the
diagnosis of COVID-19. Her involvement in this team demonstrates herdiagnosis of COVID-19. Her involvement in this team demonstrates her
devotion to patient care at crucial moments. Dr. Rupa Ananthasivandevotion to patient care at crucial moments. Dr. Rupa Ananthasivan
has established herself as an expert in radiology due to her remarkablehas established herself as an expert in radiology due to her remarkable
credentials, participation in prestigious organisations, and significantcredentials, participation in prestigious organisations, and significant
accomplishments. Her dedication to patient care, participation inaccomplishments. Her dedication to patient care, participation in
scholarly endeavours, and active engagement in increasing awarenessscholarly endeavours, and active engagement in increasing awareness
make her an essential asset in radiology.make her an essential asset in radiology.

Fellowship & MembershipFellowship & Membership

Life member of IRIALife member of IRIA
Life member of Breast Imaging Society of IndiaLife member of Breast Imaging Society of India
Fellow of the Royal College of IndiaFellow of the Royal College of India
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Field of ExpertiseField of Expertise

Breast Imaging including Complex Breast Interventions.Breast Imaging including Complex Breast Interventions.
Women's Imaging, special interest in Paediatrics Radiology.Women's Imaging, special interest in Paediatrics Radiology.

Languages SpokenLanguages Spoken

EnglishEnglish
KannadaKannada
TamilTamil
MalayalamMalayalam
HindiHindi

Awards & AchievementsAwards & Achievements

University rank holder for pre degree in 1983, BAYLISS Gold Medal in Medicine.University rank holder for pre degree in 1983, BAYLISS Gold Medal in Medicine.
Best paper Award GIT category European Congress of Radiology.Best paper Award GIT category European Congress of Radiology.
Organizing Secretory for the National Conference of Breast, Imaging Society of India.Organizing Secretory for the National Conference of Breast, Imaging Society of India.
Author of a chapter in a forthcoming book in Benign Breast Diseases by Springer.Author of a chapter in a forthcoming book in Benign Breast Diseases by Springer.

Talks & PublicationsTalks & Publications

Breast Cancer Awareness Month 2020: How Does Mammography Play An Important Role In Breast CancerBreast Cancer Awareness Month 2020: How Does Mammography Play An Important Role In Breast Cancer
Screening?- Dr. Rupa Ananthasivan, Consultant-Radiology; Dr Shilpa P Ramchandra, Consultant â�� Radiology;Screening?- Dr. Rupa Ananthasivan, Consultant-Radiology; Dr Shilpa P Ramchandra, Consultant â�� Radiology;
Manipal Hospitals Old Airport Road Manipal Hospitals Old Airport Road Click HereClick Here
Radiology plays key role in Covid diagnosis- Dr Sudarshan Rawat, HOD & Consultant â�� Radiology, ManipalRadiology plays key role in Covid diagnosis- Dr Sudarshan Rawat, HOD & Consultant â�� Radiology, Manipal
Hospitals Old Airport Road; Dr Abha Verma, Consultant â�� Radiology, Manipal Hospitals Whitefield; Dr RupaHospitals Old Airport Road; Dr Abha Verma, Consultant â�� Radiology, Manipal Hospitals Whitefield; Dr Rupa
Ananthasivan, Consultant. Ananthasivan, Consultant. Click HereClick Here
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https://www.onlymyhealth.com/mammography-play-an-important-role-in-breast-cancer-screening-1603689290
https://www.onlymyhealth.com/mammography-play-an-important-role-in-breast-cancer-screening-1603689290
https://www.thehansindia.com/news/cities/bengaluru/radiology-plays-key-role-in-covid-diagnosis-655542
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